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–Of Such is the Kingdom: A Practical Theology of Disability

“In the resurrection, these bodies in which we 
struggle will be adapted for fullness of joy. 
When we make adaptations for Orthodox 

Christians to come to church, we are not only 
making room for them to get in the door—

which is an important first step!—but we must 
adapt our welcome with the aim of sharing the 

full joy of the Lord.  ” 



Tonight we’re going to talk about some practical 
ways to extend welcome to families with 
disabilities at church and in the practices that 
extend our faith into the community. 

We’ll look at how to pass on the faith in an 
inclusive way in our homes and in church. 

We’ll find out how humans learn and how 
passing on the faith is a lot like passing on a 
family recipe.



Welcome! 
God Made Us All

Even in the Bible, some of our best-known saints 
had lifelong disabilities that were not cured by 
encounter with God. Example of Moses in Exodus 
4. 

God’s strength is made perfect in weakness. 

The healing God wants us to participate is the 
healing of the community and removal of barriers 
to participation.



The Door is Open. 
Welcome!

Getting in the door and into the meeting spaces is the 
first step. Sometimes technology like streaming or live 
videos or video chats can include others whose needs 
are extreme. 

Make or identify a quiet, calming space for those 
whose needs overwhelm them. Calm rooms are not 
cry rooms.  

Adapt the flow to make room for people with allergies 
and eating difficulties.



Welcome! 
Setting the Table

Many families with disabilities require dietary adaptations 
or special feeding equipment. These issues often keep them 
from fellowship. 

Example of St. Demetrios Orthodox in Winnipeg, which 
seeks to have equitable food offerings for youth with food 
allergies: “Would you have a table for Christ? When we 
make sure that the table is richly laden for all, we ARE 
feeding Christ, and not turning Him away at the door to the 
hall.” 

A separate table on a different wall is often safer.



Welcome! 
Feasts

Everyone in the Orthodox Church looks forward to the 
Great Feasts, but what about when your family cannot 
attend feast days due to their extraordinary needs?  

You can make families feel welcome by bringing blessed 
basil, blessed grapes, a Vasilopita, lazarakia, koulourakia, 
or special Easter bread to a family with disabilities. (Just 
ask about allergies first if you’re baking.) 

Consider bringing coffee and flowers over for a chat, and 
share the feast with fellowship rather than with food.



Welcome! 
Sit a while

So much of fellowship happens at coffee hour. We pass 
along news, encouragement, and share languages and 
traditions during this time.  

For families with severe food-related disabilities or 
allergies, sometimes not being able to partake is isolating.  

A sensory bin table (or two) to the side of the room can 
help children and families gather around another type of 
table. Though they are not eating, this kind of fellowship 
still brings people together.



Cooking and Faith
How Teaching Them is Similar

Image source: Olive Tomato website



What would happen if we tried to 
teach cooking like we often try to teach 

the faith?

Hand a child a recipe card. 

Tell them to draw or color a picture of soup. 

Listen to a story about people who ate soup. 

Sit still and keep your hands to yourself.



We know intuitively that you don’t 
make a new generation of cooks 
this way. We also cannot make a 

new generation of lifelong 
Orthodox Christians this way.



What does it actually look like 
to teach a child to cook?



Accessibility Means  
Including Everyone,  

Not Singling Out the Special 
Needs.



Sit comfortably at the table and eat food lovingly prepared. 

Enter the kitchen filled with warmth, good smells, loving 
people. 

Watch as a loved one uses the ingredients and follows 
motions you don’t yet understand. 

Touch and look at ingredients and tools, and play with 
them to understand them. 

Listen to stories about why it’s done this way. 

Try it yourself. 

Treasure the recipe card that reminds you of those 
experiences.



We’re going to look at the patterns here, because 
they reflect a wider, deeper way of learning and 
knowing that has been practiced for the whole 
history of our faith.  

What we’ll see is that Accessible Welcome, 
Accessible Faith, is what works best for everyone. 
It includes everyone.



–St. Athanasius

“The Savior of us all, the Word of God, in His 
great love took to Himself a body and moved as 

Man among men, meeting their senses, so to 
speak, half way. He became Himself an object for 
the senses, so that those who were seeking God 
in sensible things might apprehend the Father 
through the works which He, the Word of God, 

did in the body.” 



THE ORDER OF 
ATTENTION



The Order of Attention

Feel First (emotions AND senses) 

See Second 

Think Third 

Joint Attention (shared, Triadic) 



THE 4 LEVELS OF ATTENTION 

FEEL FIRST



FEEL FIRST: SOMATIC ANCHORS LEAD TO GUT FEELINGS

➤ All of the levels of attention are cumulative, but they start with 
feelings. The sensory input someone experiences either by 
being in a room or by connecting with a somatic anchor (a 
thing you can touch or pattern you can act out—more on this 
later)will shape how they see, think, and connect with other 
people.  

➤ Feelings include emotions as well as sensory input, but for the 
sake of attention (which happens very quickly), emotions are 
based on sensory input. 

➤ When someone encounters a space or evokes a space through 
the somatic anchor, they form an impression in the senses 
called a somatic marker. Somatic markers make up gut feelings.



GUT FEELINGS FORM MEMORIES AND HABITS

➤ Once you associate a gut feeling with a somatic anchor or a place, 
it shapes the rest of your attention. What you see and think is 
shaped by how you feel.  

➤ If you have a good gut feeling about church, you will actually see 
more beauty there than if you were afraid. 

➤ Gut feelings make a difference in how we remember. Since they 
store lots of sensory information, they affect future experiences. 

➤ But they also help us to layer associations in the same place or 
with regard to the same objects (somatic anchors). 

➤ This matters a great deal, because it’s the layering affect that 
forms habits of thinking that enable us to make spiritual sense of 
our lives.



GIVE THEM AN ANCHOR



Trees 
Water 
Rivers 
Fire 

Battle 
Sheep 
Bread 
Wine 
Oil 
Fish 

Home 
Cooking

Gardens 
Seeds 

Sabbath Rest 
Reversal 
Journeys 

Deserts/wilderness  
Clay 

Singing 
Passover 

Boats 
Leavening 
Washing 

Separating

Mountains 
Jars 

Donkeys 
Beginnings 

Birth 
Healing 
Clothing 

Covenants  
Shoes 
Blood 

Left and Right  
Buying 



The #1 factor in whether children 
retain their childhood faith is 

whether they saw their parents 
practicing their faith in daily life.



Anchoring Your Child’s 
Faith in the Home

Make a space in your home for prayer, and make some of your 
prayers visible. 

Laying down your burdens with God. 

Examples: Lighting candles or LED candles; crosses in a bin; 
having a dedicated prayer space and going to it when you 
need help. 

Ask the saints for help. Make your cross. Tell the kids why 
you’re doing it. 

Act like God is with you and cares for you.



Anchoring the Faith at 
Church

Teach with spaces.  

Provide sensory anchors. 

Make sure your prayer corner is accessible.



Preparing a place. 
Having a place. 

Spaces change our behaviors. 
Being at home in church helps us know  

that we have a home in God.



Sensory 
Anchors for 

Prayer
Give them anchors

Actions that are prayers



Sensory Anchors for 
Attention & Learning

Calm room with rocking chair, soothing lighting (no 
flourescents) pop-up books, and sensory tools like earmuffs, 
sensory strings, and kaleidoscope lenses. 

“Pretty bin” filled with lavender flowers, rose petals, and 
treasures (icons, crosses) and kinetic sand bin (with pearls of 
great price to find) in side balcony to soothe and quietly focus. 

Church bags with sensory tools 

A tent in a classroom or nook (for teaching and for sensory 
soothing and focus)


